Fatty Material Type:
Any acceptable

Basic Ingredient:
Petroleum oil and petroleum base

Service Characteristics:
Corrosion restive

Quantity Within Each Unit Package:
5.000 gallons

Viscosity At Rated Temp:
65.00 100 degrees Fahrenheit and 75.00 100 degrees Fahrenheit

Maximum Pour Point:
30.0 degrees Fahrenheit

Minimum Flash Point And Test Method:
300.0 degrees Fahrenheit Cleveland open cup

Specification Or Standard:
I type

Shelf Life:
36 mo.

Unit Of Measure:
cn

Demilitarization:
No

Fig:
A41600

Hazmat:
Yes

Repairability:
This is a nonreparable item. If condemned or economically unserviceable, then dispose at the level authorized replace the item.